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IN-MOULD
LABELLING
FOR A SUPERIOR SHELF PRESENCE

Stand out amongst the rest, 
brand your product with the 
ultimate labelling technology. 

   Outstanding Durability
   Fade Resistant

NESTABLE
REUSABLE

GROUNDBREAKING SPACE SAVINGS

Nestable when empty, our  
20L plastic drums will reduce 
your  space requirements up 
to 5x, significantly reducing 
your transportation, storage  
and disposal costs.

SAVE Storage Space   
Logistical Costs

Stacked Seamlessly for 
Optimal Pallet Efficiency

Reuse or Recycle 
Nest for Disposal

FDA Approved Materials 
Suitable for Editable Oils

MAX

SAVE

100%  
RECYCLABLE

AYVA’s innovative Liquids Drum has been designed to  
improve the overall customer experience - from reducing  
space requirements before filling, through to ease of pouring  
and stacking, to lid removal, disposal and recycling.

NEW



FDA



PERFORMANCEDESIGNED FOR
Ayva’s 20 Litre Liquids Drum is made from impact 
resistant polypropylene specially formulated for high 
performance industrial and food grade applications. 

AYVA holds ISO 9001:2015 certification.  
HACCP codex alimentarius  |  Alinorm 97/13A. 
Made from food contact approved materials (FDA). 

Palletisation

Our drums have been 
engineered for superior 
sturdiness when stacked. 
They are designed for 
optimal palletisation 
efficiency, with no overhang 
on a standard pallet.

OPTIMAL PALLET EFFICIENCY

ayva.com.au

Heavy duty foldable carry handle for effortless handling

Optional 56mm screw cap

Removable lid allows for second life use and efficient recycling, 
significantly reducing the cost of disposal for the end user

Easy run off lid prevents build up of water  
or contaminants and can be easily cleaned 

20 LITRE LIQUIDS DRUM

Nestable when empty, reducing space requirements  
by up to 5x. Major savings on delivery, storage & disposal

Full cover In-Mould Labelling (IML) for superior shelf presence

Superior strength & durability 
 with excellent drop test 

performance

Optional piercable  
20mm threaded  

opening and bung

Double lock lid for additional security

AYVA is an industry leader in 
plastic packaging, specialising 
in the manufacture and supply 
of high-quality plastic drums, 
pails, barrels, cartridges, crates 
and closures. 
 

Our ongoing focus is to  
deliver innovative and  
market changing solutions  
to our customers.

Optional anti glug pouring device for seamless pouring

Optional pull up pourer 

Tamper Evident Lid closure  
to ensure the contents integrity



100%  
RECYCLABLE

SYDNEY (HEAD OFFICE)
73C Elizabeth St,  
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P +61-2-9725-4080   F +61-2-9757-1030
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For more products & information visit 
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